
Inclusive, judgment-free guidance on all things
parenthood, right at your fingertips.

NESSLE FOR EXPERTS



Interested in learning more about listing as an Expert on Nessle?
You're in the right place.

Thanks for considering listing your parent support products and services on Nessle.

We're a dynamic online platform designed for birth workers and parent coaches like

you. Read on to learn more about our company, software, and features—and to see

why Nessle is your next step in scaling your business and supporting more parents

across the world.

We're happy you found us.
~Co-Founders Carly and Michelle



Nessle is an online support marketplace where parents find—and get
found by—their ideal expert throughout the journey of parenthood.

nessle.com  |  hello@nessle.com



Experts use Nessle 
as their online 
storefront and CRM 
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

 
Unique url and individual expert listing page
Secure payment processing for sales of 
sessions, courses, products
Seamless scheduling with calendar integrations
HIPAA-compliant in-platform video calling
In-platform messaging with clients
Professional development + community, 
including our 90-day Nessle Thrive* program
Gig-work flexibility via grabbing questions*
Invoicing and expense tracking*
Document exchange, signing, and storage*
Customer workflow and important date 
notifications*

*For paid BUSINESS subscribers only, coming March 2023



For birth workers and other parent-support consultants who want to
launch, run, and grow their own independent business, Nessle is a
Customer Resource Management Software that provides the industry-
specific, easy-to-use tools Experts need to kickstart their business,
communicate with and organize clients, and to attract new leads.

Unlike listing services like doulamatch.net, we are built for the full spectrum of parenting support (yes, doulas, but so many more roles!), and for selling and

delivering both in-person and online services. We have client management tools, secure payment processing, HIPAA-compliant communication (SMS and

video calling), dynamic scheduling functionality with calendar integrations, document sharing, income and expense tracking functionality, and the ability to

list all services and products sold.

Unlike other CRM/invoicing platforms like Honeybook or Paperbell, we have features specifically designed for parent support consultants and birth workers,

such as listing pages and online storefronts unique to each Expert, an evidence-based resource library, an active support network with professional

connection and development opportunities to help experts grow in their field, and a parent-side of the marketplace that brings in leads from parents

seeking support online.

Our Value Proposition to Experts
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On the Nessle 
platform, Parents 
can easily find, 
communicate 
with, and pay 
Experts

Listing directory to 
connect with experts

Question matching 
for 1:1 consults

https://vimeo.com/644127333

 wireframes – parent version  wireframes – expert version product demo video

•
•
•
•
•

 
1:1 video coaching
On-demand courses
Live group sessions
Downloadable products
Resource library

https://vimeo.com/644127333
https://www.figma.com/proto/XkogMst1I3OZqAUbra5cLd/Nessle_Parents_V2?page-id=0%3A1&amp;node-id=804%3A8&amp;viewport=241%2C48%2C0.83&amp;scaling=scale-down&amp;starting-point-node-id=801%3A388&amp;hide-ui=1
https://www.figma.com/proto/21ulecG1mRwx4PJu9YvWkI/Nessle_Experts_V2?page-id=0%3A1&amp;node-id=804%3A8&amp;viewport=241%2C48%2C0.84&amp;scaling=scale-down&amp;starting-point-node-id=801%3A388&amp;hide-ui=1
https://vimeo.com/741300845
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Experts can
register,

onboard, and
start selling
services on
Nessle in a

single sitting.

Our team vets and approves new experts

digitally every weekday.



Nessle Thrive

When you join as a Nessle Expert at the Business level,

you're joining a community of support and professional

development. We carefully track your first 3 months on

our platform to make sure that you feel confident and

connected.

Over these first 90 days, we offer: a professional audit of

your bio and service listings, the opportunity to appear as

a guest on our podcast Nessle Together, a special

introduction in our Slack community for Experts, a digital

downloadables kit (includes business card backs,

telesupport session templates, social media templates,

and our ebook Best Practices in Virtual Perinatal Support), a

user feedback analysis of your first months of sessions,

and an optional meeting with a member of the Nessle

leadership team to learn more about making the most of

Nessle.

Beyond your first 90 days, we'll continue to support you

via monthly office hours, Community Slack, annual virtual

conference, and regular business workshops on topics

that help you hone your craft and grow as an

entrepreneur.

Your First 90 Days as a Nessle Expert
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Experts use Nessle to manage their 
individual businesses

Free Subscription Business Subscription
0% Platform Fee for

unlimited monthly transactions

for one individual provider

% Platform Fee (20%)

for each product or service sold

$0/mo $39/mo



Launch, Run, and Grow Your Business on Nessle

Subscription Tier FREE expert subscription BUSINESS expert subscription

What's included?
Personal listing page with bio, products, services;
Secure payment processing;
Basic client management system;
HIPAA-compliant video calling & secure messaging

All "Free" features +
Full access to Nessle Resource Library;
90-day Nessle Thrive launch program;
Invoicing and expense tracking;
Enhanced client management system;
Document exchange and sharing/storage;
Customer important date noti�cations;
Unlimited customers with no platform fee

Nessle onboarding fee
$120 $120

Monthly fee $0/mo $39/mo

Platform fee for each sale
20% to Nessle
+ 3% to payment processor Stripe

0% to Nessle
(Payment processor Stripe collects 3%)
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We're on track to become 
the online support 

marketplace for parents
•

•

•

the #1 place parents go to find support, both
online and in-person
a hub for information; an ecosystem for all
parenting needs, where trust is made easy
businesses everywhere are able to show parents
they care by sponsoring Nessle credits for their
workforce
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Your next steps:
•

•

Our BUSINESS SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR EXPERTS will become
available in April 2023. To lock in your priority discounted rate of $0
onboarding fee and $0 for your first three months at the BUSINESS
SUBSCRIPTION level, register for the Nessle training by February 28,
2023.
Once you complete the online training modules, you can build your
listing page, and we'll reach out to welcome you to the Nessle
community, to activate your page, and to help you feel confident as you
connect with parent customers on Nessle.

https://app.nessle.com/login/experts


Our guarantee for BUSINESS
subscribers:

If you haven't made enough to cover the monthly fee ($39)
through sales on Nessle by your third month of free BUSINESS

membership, we'll give you another three months at the
BUSINESS level for free.



Let's Grow Together
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Thank you so much for learning more about Nessle, and for considering joining

us on our mission to pioneer the future of a more supported parenthood.

Learn more about our company by following us @nessletogether on social

media, by listening to our podcast Nessle Together, and by visiting our website

nessle.com, where you can view our Press Kit, Blog, and more!

We look forward to continuing the conversation!

-Carly, Michelle, and Team

https://www.nessle.com/
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/62b6328770c172ec59ea167d/63b6014785968dbd822c59c7_Press%20Kit%2012.17.22%20(1).pdf
https://www.nessle.com/blog

